June 23

Dear Ones,

Nothing special today—pretty busy at this time of the month. Reeling through Francis' "cure of hypostasis narcis—very good so far.

Last night, I had a long talk with Ned—he has a very good head on his shoulders, he is well read. He is very determined on everything he undertakes—whether it be his medicine or his weird philosophy. We talked until after midnight—he left most of the talking. He is one person who will not let the deadening routine of the army wear him down and carry him away—he is taking the point to good advantage with study and thought, a very interesting person to have as a teammate to rely the least.

I am all caught up in my work. This morning I got your letter of the 6th. Helen baby. Duffy's birthday came in an unexpected way. We called on Duffy; he must be a fat, lazy, easygoing, old, happy puppy by this time. Thank goodness you all have officially in the army head of the related problems we can rely. I am sure you did a good job as the train moved ahead. 
bouquet and you certainly are continuing all
your activities in a great week – even if algebra
limit your singing part!

and this is one thing for today –
I fear the night will help me through
the end of the week – just time to really
had something to do for a long time. The
next of the program goes on as usual – the
food continues to be exceptionally good.
Gradually I am beginning to remember names
with the respective faces and to make friends.
You must understand that a cruise around
is unlike a company – they are more of lies
if captain a better account – as it seems.
That they are lieutenants – and my standards
especially with the acute entertainment pattern
here. In my class friends are necessarily going
to remain very brief. I am grateful that I
am gaining some ability into the ability to be
self-sufficient.

Oh for and – 2nd. Summer